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5 Automation

5.1 Starting the Automation Setup window

1. In the TopSpin Menu bar click on the Acquire tab.

2. Click on the down arrow inside the More button.

3. Select IconNMR Automation

4. Enter the User password.

5. Hit Enter.

Automation is designed to run experiments using a variety of sample changers and can
also be used in manual sample change operation allowing greater flexibility than the
Routine Spectroscopy (Chapter. 4).

Alternatively, you can also type icona on the TopSpin command line.

w/Auto sampler
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5.1.1 Sample preparation

5.1.1.1 Samples

30 mg Cholesterylacetate in 0.6 ml CDCl3

30 mg Carvone in 0.6 ml Acetone-d6

30 mg Strychnine in 0.6 ml CDCl3

0.1% Ethylbenzene in CDCl3 (Standard Sample)

5.2 Experiment Setup

5.2.1 Set up of one single experiment

1. Double click on Holder 1

2. Click inside the Name window and change the name to Sample1

The following setup examples are simple exercises to demonstrate the different
acquisition methods in IconNMR using 4 samples.
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3. Click on the down arrow next to the Solvent window and select CDCl3.

4. Click on the down arrow next to the Experiment window and select PROTON.

5.2.1.1 Change all parameters

5. In the IconNMR menu bar, click on Parameters and choose any of the options shown
in the figure below.

6. Select e.g. Edit all Acquisition Parameters.

7. Change any of the parameters in the TopSpin AcquPars window shown in the figure
below.

The experiment number automatically increments to the next available number if a data
set already exists with that name and experiment number.

Depending on the user’s permissions, parameters of the experiment can be changed
using the following options.
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8. Click on the Return to IconNMR button to return to the Automation set up window.

5.2.1.2 Edit User specific parameters

9. Click on the Edit specific parameters button.
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5.2.1.3 Control Locking Shimming and ATM

10. Click on the Control Locking, Schimming and ATM button to change any options in
the figure below.

11. Click on the OK button inside the Lock.Schim Settings window, when done

5.2.1.4 Toggle Printing

12. Select the printer icon for printing the spectrum or select the green tree icon for no
print.

Any of the displayed parameters can be changed. If done so, the icon of the Edit
specific parameters button will change as illustrated in the picture below.
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5.2.1.5 Setting the Title

13. Click on the Set a title button.

14. Type a title e.g. Cholesterylacetate

15. Click on the Set Title button inside the Title window.

16. Click on the first line of Holder 1

17. Click on the Submit button.

5.2.2 Set up of two single experiments

1. Follow steps 1 through 17 in paragraph 5.2.1 Setup of one single experiment.

2. Click on the Add button.

The user may be requested to fill in the originator information before the sample can be
submitted. Proceed to paragraph 5.4 Sample run to start the automation in this
chapter.
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3. Click on the small button to the right of the Experiment window and select C13CPD32.

4. Click on Holder 1

5. Click on the Submit button.

5.2.3 Set up of a composite experiment

1. Double click on Holder 1.

2. Click inside the Name window and change the name to Sample1.

To add one experiment, regardless if it is a single or composite one, a “1” should be
displayed in the window next to the Add button. A new line opens up containing the
same information for the Disk, Name, Solvent and Orig/Title. The Exp No is
incrementing by 1.

The Status traffic lights of the two experiments change to yellow to indicate the holder is
ready to run and the experiment time of each experiment is calculated. Proceed to
Paragraph 5.4 Sample run to start the automation.
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3. Click on the down arrow next to the Solvent window and select CDCl3.

4. Click on the down arrow next to the Experiment window and select COSYGPSW 

5. Select and highlight the PROTON experiment.

6. Click on the Set a title button.

7. Type a title e.g. Cholesterylacetate

8. Click on the Set & Copy Title button inside the Title window.

9. Click on the first line of Holder 1.

10. Click on the Submit button.

The experiment number automatically increments to the next available number if a data
set already exists with that name and experiment number.

A letter C will be displayed to mark the COSYGPSW to be composite experiment. A
composite experiment contains two or more single experiments. In this case, the
COSYGPSW is a 2D Homonuclear Correlation experiment which needs a PROTON
experiment to optimize the parameters. The PROTON experiment is automatically
entered into the present holder.
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5.2.4 Set up of two composite experiments

1. Follow steps 1 through 9 in 5.2.3 Setup of a composite experiment.

2. Click on the Add button.

3. Click on the small button to the right of the Experiment window and select
HSQCEDETGP.

4. Click on the first line of Holder 1.

The user may be requested to select a Disk Unit or to fill in the originator information
before the sample can be submitted. 
The Status traffic lights of the two experiments are changing to yellow to indicate the
experiments are in the queue and the experiment time of each experiment is calculated.
Proceed to 5.4 Sample run to start the automation.

To add one experiment, regardless if it is a single or composite experiment, a “1” should
be displayed in the window next to the Add button. A new line opens up which contains
the same information for the Disk, Name, Solvent and Orig/Title. The Exp No is
incrementing by 1.

HSQCEDETGP is a composite experiment like COSYGPSW and is marked with the
letter C. It is a 2D Hetero inverse correlation experiment which needs a Proton 1D-prep-
aration experiments to optimize the 2D parameters in F2. Since the PROTON
experiment already exists, it will use this experiment to optimize the 2D parameters.
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5. Click on the Submit button.

5.2.5 Set up of two or more holders with different solvents and 
experiments

1. Follow steps 1 through 17 in 5.2.1 Setup of one single experiment.

2. Double click on Holder 2.

3. Click inside the Name window and change the name to Sample2

4. Click on the down arrow to the right of the solvent window and select Acetone.

5. Click on the down arrow to the right of the Experiment window and select C13CPD32.

6. Click on the Set a title button.

7. Type a title e.g. Carvone.

8. Click on the Set Title button inside the Title window.

9. Click on the first line of Holder 1.

10. Hold down the Shift key and click on the last experiment line of Holder 2.

The Status traffic lights of the four experiments change to yellow to indicate the holder
is ready to run and the experiment time of each experiment is calculated. To start the
Automation Run, proceed to Paragraph 5.4 Sample run to start the Automation.
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11. Click on the Submit button.

5.2.6 Set up of two or more holders with the same solvents and 
experiments

1. In the menu bar click on Holder and select Increment Name.

2. Follow steps 1 through 17 of 5.2.1 Setup of one single experiment.

3. Click on the first line of Holder 1.

The Status traffic lights change to yellow to indicate the holders are ready to run and the
experiment time is calculated.   Proceed to Paragraph 5.4 Sample run to start the auto-
mation.
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4. Increment the number next to the Copy button to 2.

5. Click on the Copy button.

6. Click on the experiment line in Holder 2.

7. Click on the Edit button.

8 Click on the Set a title button.

9. Type a title e.g. Ethylbenzene.

10. Click on the Set Title button inside the Title window.

11. Click on the experiment line in Holder 3.

12. Click on the Edit button.

13. Click on the Set a title button.

14. Type a title e.g. Strychnine.

15. Click on the Set Title button inside the Title window.

16. Click on the first line of Holder 1.

17. Hold down the Shift key and click on the last experiment line of Holder 3.

To copy the setup from one holder into another holder click on the Copy button. The
number displayed in the window next to the Copy button is to how many holders it will
copy. For this example use 2. The next two holders will have the same setup as the
previous one except that the Name Sample1 increments to Sample2 and Sample3.

In addition to the title all other entries can be edited in the new holder by clicking on
Edit. DO NOT CHANGE the Exp No, unless you are sure the new Exp No does not
already exist.
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18. Click on the Submit button.

The Status traffic lights on both holders change to yellow to indicate the holder’s ready
to run and the experiment time for each experiment is calculated. Proceed to paragraph
5.4 Sample run to start the automation.
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